
Greek Myth Poster Project - English 8 
 
1. Choose your partner or group (can work alone, but encouraged to work with partner or group of 3). 
 
2. Using the books on the cart, find a myth that you think sounds interesting.  Only one group can have 
the same myth; cannot choose a myth that we read together. 
 
3. Get to know your myth.  Talk about it with your group members.  Put a Sticky-Note on the page so I 
can make a copy of the myth for you. 
 
4. POSTER: Create a poster (full-size) that tells about your myth.  It must include: 

- The title of your myth, clearly written 
- Visuals (2+ images, original or borrowed, that relate in some way to your myth - colour is best). 
- A plot summary (maximum 2 paragraphs), including how it ends. 
- Characters, Setting, Conflict, Moral/Lesson (something the characters learned). 
- ON THE BACK: Bibliography = where you got your info/visuals. Group members’ names. 

 
5. All writing should be neat, and written or typed in large enough font that it’s easy to read for 
someone looking at the poster from a few feet/couple of metres away. 
 
6. Consider the colours used for your paper, framing information boxes and images, and writing. Does 
it relate in some way to your myth?  (It’s good to consciously choose colour in projects.) 
 
7. Bring supplies on Monday, March 9 and Wednesday, March 11 to work on your poster. (Paper, 
scissors, glue, markers, whatever else you might want or need.)  
You will NOT have time on March 13 to work on your poster. 
 
8. On Friday, March 13th, you’ll present your myth (and poster) to the class. (Arrange another time 
if you or your partner are going to be away that day - see me in advance!) 
 
Tell us about the myth, and explain the images you’ve chosen to represent it (how do they relate to the 
myth?). Aim for your presentation to be about 4-6 minutes long. Practice who will say what, and your 
speed (pace yourself - not too fast); know how to say the names of people and places, and make eye 
contact with the audience. 
 
 
You will be graded on both the Presentation and the Poster separately.  
This will be a group mark, but please let me know (in advance) if you are having any 
challenges with others, if work wasn’t divided fairly (you ended up doing it all), etc. 
 
 

 


